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Threats to student safety are the primary concern for 

school transportation administrators. Seon’s mobile 

surveillance and fl eet tracking solutions can help you dig 

into what really happened to clarify and resolve situations 

more quickly and easily than ever before — ensuring 

student and driver safety.

Seon is proud to be ranked by independent IHS Group 

as the world’s #1 supplier of mobile video surveillance 

equipment for the bus and coach industry. Our premium 

quality mobile surveillance products have made Seon the 

partner of choice for school districts and contractors across 

North America. Seon provides the ultimate, integrated 

video and transportation management solutions to meet 

the challenges of today’s school bus environment — from 

high-resolution camera systems and automated video 

downloading, to live GPS-based fl eet management, 

routing, and student tracking. 

Seon understands the everyday challenges of student 

transportation. Feedback from our customers directly 

infl uences the design and engineering of our products, 

ensuring that we meet our customers’ present and 

future needs. 

But what’s really helped us achieve our #1 status is our 

unique, partnership approach to our customers. We take 

the time to help you choose the right solution, provide 

professional, experienced installation services, and our 

after-sales support is second-to-none. We’re here to 

support you every step of the way. A partnership with 

Seon will be one of the best investment decisions you’ll 

ever make.
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Track Students
All the tools you need to monitor and respond to safety 

concerns — anywhere, anytime.  Pinpoint the exact location 

of any vehicle and generate an up-to-the-minute roster of 

students travelling on any bus in real-time, right from within 

your routing platform.  Get the confi dence that everything 

on your fl eet is working well, and the power to 

identify when it isn’t.

All-in-One Solution
Experience the power of integrated routing, tracking, 

and video.  You no longer need to go through the painful 

process of installing software, searching multiple systems for 

information, or uploading mismatched data for reporting. 

Simply log in from any web browser to plan or adjust routes, 

monitor route adherence in real-time, generate an up-to-

the-minute roster of students travelling on the bus, and even 

view live video from any installed bus camera.

Plan Routes
Route planning and scheduling has never been easier or 

more effi  cient.  Combining world leading ESRI mapping 

technology with a powerful route solver, our sophisticated, 

yet easy-to-use system will drastically reduce the time you 

spend planning routes while optimizing use of vehicles, 

fuel, and personnel.  Plus, as a 100% web-

based solution, you can access route 

information, update routes, and 

visualize planned vs. actual 

routes from any Internet-

connected device.

View Live
On-board surveillance 

equipment gives you the 

ability to view what’s happening 

on the bus, even in real-time. Verify 

reports of bullying, identify stop-arm 

violators, or monitor driver behavior with video 

footage automatically downloaded via WiFi. Or in case of 

emergency, stream live video and audio over the cellular 

network from anywhere.

6 Ways to Connect with Seon 

Read, watch, like, share, follow, and keep up to speed via 

Seon’s social media outlets. Stay informed of the latest 

trends in mobile video and fl eet management.
blog.seon.com

linkedin.com/
company/seon-design

www.facebook.com/
Seon.Design.Inc

www.youtube.com/
user/SeonDesign

twitter.com/
seondesign

google.com/
SeonDesign

Keeping Students Safe



“Within an hour of installing the Seon camera system on our first bus we had identified 
a stop-arm violator with a very clear image of the vehicle’s license plate.  The local law 
enforcement agencies are very impressed with the video quality.”  
Dan Bacon – Director of Property Services and Transportation, Moorhead Area School District
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School Bus Camera Systems
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Seon’s school bus camera systems capture video and audio 

of exactly what’s happening on the bus and let drivers 

keep their eyes on the road. Identify bullying, vandalism, 

student discipline problems, and driver safety issues, and 

get the evidence you need to resolve problems quickly 

and easily.

Safety from every angle 

Camera 1 – 2.9 mm lens:
down aisle front to rear

Camera 2 – 3.6 mm lens:
driver/stairwell

Camera 4 – 3.6 mm lens: 
4th row down aisle

Camera 5 – 3.6 mm lens:
midship rear

Camera 6 – 3.6 mm lens: 
up aisle rear to front

Camera 7 – 16 mm lens: exterior 
stop-arm driver’s side

Camera 8 – 16 mm lens: exterior 
rear to front driver’s side

Camera 3 – 3.6 mm lens:
driver



“The camera resolution is incredibly 
wonderful! If I could watch Seattle Sounder 
games in that resolution at all times, I 
wouldn’t need to see them in person.”
Marco DiCicco – Transportation Director, Bremerton SD
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Your Choice of Bus Cameras

CJ Windshield Camera 

Designed for forward facing applications through 
the windshield, the compact, easily adjustable CJ 
dome camera is ideal for accident reconstruction 
and driver monitoring. Available in 2.5, 2.9, 3.6 and 
6.0 mm lens for wide angle coverage through the windshield.

CA Outdoor Wedge 

A high resolution camera, designed for exterior 
vehicle surveillance, the outdoor CA Wedge is 
durable and versatile with a rugged, vandal-
resistant housing. Available in 2.9, 3.6, 6.0, 16.0, and 
25 mm lens for wide-angle or telephoto coverage.

CQ Interior Dome Camera 

Customized to suit any indoor surveillance 
applications, this compact and vandal-resistant 
camera includes infrared LEDs for high-quality 
images in low-light conditions. Available in a variety 
of lens sizes: 2.5, 2.9, 3.6, 6.0, 8.0, 12.0, and 16 mm.

CHW High-defi nition Camera 

For applications where picture clarity is 
essential, the CHW next-generation camera uses 
progressive scan technology to deliver a clear, 
crisp image with 3x the resolution of a typical analog camera. 
Available in 2.5, and 16 mm lens for wide-angle or telephoto 
coverage.

There are two key factors in every successful school bus 

camera implementation: 1) Image Quality and 2) Camera 

Placement. Image clarity is particularly important at night 

in low-light conditions, or for surveillance applications 

where you want to capture fi ne details like license plate 

numbers. Having enough cameras placed strategically 

around the bus will ensure you capture everything that 

happens on the route, both inside and outside the bus. 

6 mm lens: 42° 2.9 mm lens: 96°

2.5 mm lens: 113°3.6 mm lens: 74°8 mm lens: 32°
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Included Features on All Seon DVRs

720x480 D1

Records with hi-res image quality 
(720 x 480 at D1 resolution) HEALTH

CHECK

Eliminates system down-time by monitoring DVR, 
hard drive, and camera health status

DUAL STREAM

Records two information streams; one for hi-res 
playback and one for real-time viewing over a 
cellular network SMART-TEMP

Ensures the DVR stays at its optimal operating 
temperature

H.264 H.264 compression for faster, smoother video
SMART TIME

Delays DVR power off  to ensure maximum 
recording time

INTEGRATED
LOCK BOX

Integrated lock-box design for quick and easy 
installation and enhanced security

SMART-START

Safeguards the DVR against electrical spikes with 
vehicle start-up voltage protection

ALARMS/
SIGNALS

Enhanced video viewing experience with an 
on-screen display of up to fi ve signals (alarms, 
braking, turns, etc.)

Basic web browser access to DVRs

PANIC
BUTTON

Panic and diagnostics buttons provide an easy 
way to indicate an incident or verify the system is 
functioning

Easy-to-use viewing and video archiving software

Optional Add-ons

GPS

Record vehicle speed & location
SMART-LINK

Makes DVR installation quick and easy using a 
wiring consolidator (Explorer DX-HD only)

LIVE
STREAMING

Remote access to live footage from bus cameras Track student ridership in real-time

INDUSTRIAL
Easily download footage via industrial WiFi Live GPS-based fl eet tracking system

AUTO
DOWNLOAD

Automatically download video Sophisticated web-based onboard surveillance 
management system

SMART-SPEED

Records vehicle speed with a built-in monitor 100% web-based routing and scheduling 
software with AVL and video integration

Mobile Digital Video Recorders
Whether you are just starting out with mobile surveillance, 

or have a sophisticated security operation, Seon has a full 

range of mobile digital video recorders to suit your needs. 

Specifi cally engineered to withstand the test of time and 

the rigors of the road, Seon DVRs have proven dependable, 

with less than a 1% failure rate, and are backed by a 

guaranteed 3-year warranty.
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Included Features Comparison Trooper TL2/4 Trooper TL-HD Explorer TX8 Explorer DX-HD

Number of Channels
and HD (1280 x 720) Support

2 / 4 CH 4 CH + 1 HD

HD

8 CH 12 CH + 1 HD

HD

Total Frame Rate: Primary Stream 
(720 x 480)

FPS 

60
FPS 

150
FPS 

120
FPS 

390

Total Frame Rate: Secondary Stream 
(360 x 240)

2nd STREAM 

20
2nd STREAM 

25
2nd STREAM 

40
2nd STREAM 

125

Dual Hard Drives: Fail-safe design 
for added reliability with dual hard 
drives DUAL HDD DUAL HDD

Small Footprint
SMALL

FOOTPRINT
SMALL

FOOTPRINT

Maximum Hard Drive Size
STORAGE

1 TB

STORAGE

1 TB

STORAGE

2 TB

STORAGE

2 TB

Geo-fencing: Delivers alerts when a 
vehicle deviates from a geographic 
boundary GEO-FENCING GEO-FENCING GEO-FENCING

G Sensor: Get incident alerts and 
critical data on vehicle handling with 
a built-in inertia sensor — ideal for 
accident reconstruction or driver 
monitoring

{optional add-on}
G-SENSOR G-SENSOR G-SENSOR

Idling: Get alerts when excessive 
idling is detected

IDLING

DVR Comparison Chart

Not sure what DVR is right for your fl eet? Compare DVR 

features and functionality in this handy chart.

Choosing the right system
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2/4-Channel DVRs

SMALL
FOOTPRINT STORAGE

1 TB

2 / 4 CH FPS 

60

• Record 2 or 4 video channels with audio with premium 
image quality (720 x 480 and up to 30 FPS per channel)

• Dual streaming technology records two information 

streams; one for hi-res playback and one for real-time 
viewing over a cellular network at 5 FPS per channel

• Compact, integrated lock-box design for quick and easy 
installation and enhanced security

• Record up to 4 video channels with audio plus 1 

high-defi nition channel at 30 FPS on all channels 
simultaneously (720 x 480 on analog channels; 
premium image quality at 1280 x 720 on HD channel)

• Dual streaming technology records two information 

streams; one for hi-res playback and one for real-time 
viewing over a cellular network at 5 FPS per channel

• Compact, integrated lock-box design for quick and easy 
installation and enhanced security

Inertia Sensor

Available in two or four channels, the TL series off ers safety, 

security, and control in one compact, high-performance 

package. Get the simplicity of an integrated lock-box 

design, easy mounting system, and point-and-click 

graphical user interface. Plus it works seamlessly with 

Seon’s Smart-Reach WiFi solution for managing video 

data remotely.

Just starting out with video surveillance? 

2nd STREAM 

20

5-Channel High-definition DVR

For applications where image quality is essential, the TL-HD 

is the ideal choice for high quality digital recording. This 

5-channel DVR supports one high-defi nition video channel 

perfect for capturing the license plates of vehicles that 

illegally pass the bus while the stop-arm is deployed. 

See what you’ve been missing — in high-defi nition.

Concerned about picture quality? 

NEW
DVR!

Accessories:

Accessories:

GPS4

GPS4

Media Cartridge 
with Hard Drive and 
Hard Drive Reader

Media Cartridge 
with Hard Drive and 
Hard Drive Reader

4 CH + 1 HD

HD

FPS 

150
2nd STREAM 

25

SMALL
FOOTPRINT STORAGE

1 TB

GEO-FENCING G-SENSOR
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DUAL HDD STORAGE

2 TB

8 CH 

GEO-FENCING

FPS 

120

G-SENSOR

• Record up to 12 video channels with audio plus 1 

high-defi nition channel at 30 FPS on all channels 
simultaneously (720 x 480 on analog channels; 
premium image quality at 1280 x 720 on HD channel)

• Dual streaming technology records two information 

streams; one for hi-res playback and one for real-time 
viewing over a cellular network at 10 FPS per channel

• Fail-safe design for added reliability with dual hard drives

• Record up to 8 video channels with audio with smooth 
motion (720 x 480 and up to 30 FPS per channel)

• Dual streaming technology records two information 

streams; one for hi-res playback and one for real-time 
viewing over a cellular network at 5 FPS per channel

• Fail-safe design for added reliability with dual hard drives

8-Channel DVR

Accessories:

Hard Drive Reader
GPS4

Media Cartridge with Hard Drive

Don’t let your budget compromise camera coverage. This 

8-channel DVR off ers dual hard drives for a fail-safe design 

and double the recording capacity. Get solid image quality 

plus a few extras to ensure event capture — like DVR 

Health-Check, a built-in inertia sensor, and geo-fencing.

Want value from every angle?  

2nd STREAM 

40

DUAL HDD STORAGE

2 TB

12 CH + 1 HD

HD

GEO-FENCING

FPS 

390

G-SENSOR

2nd STREAM 

125

IDLING

13-Channel High-definition DVR

This top-of-the-line mobile digital video recorder is 

packed with powerful features for school transportation 

departments that need real-time viewing or have future 

plans for expanding their on-board security coverage. 

You get the benefi t of one high-defi nition video channel 

for applications where image clarity is essential, such as 

license plate capture of stop-arm violators or accident 

reconstruction.

Serious about safety?

Accessories:

Hard Drive Reader

Smart-Link

GPS4Media Cartridge with Hard Drive
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3. Create Video Chain of Evidence File

Create a video clip of the event and a .jpeg image of the 
stop-arm violator’s license plate number in seconds for use in 
prosecuting the off ender.

2. Download Video

Video footage of each stop-arm violation event is marked 
with date, time, and GPS location, and can be automatically 
downloaded when the bus returns to the yard.

1. High-defi nition Cameras

High-defi nition cameras are strategically placed outside the bus 
to capture key details of a stop-arm violation including vehicle 
make, model, and license plate.

Stop-arm Camera Solution

Studies have shown that the school bus is the safest mode 

of transportation to school, but it is outside the bus where 

students are most vulnerable. And the problem is getting 

worse. According to the National Association of State 

Directors of Pupil Transportation’s (NASDPTS) 2nd annual 

stop-arm survey, 88,025 vehicles illegally passed a school 

bus in a single day. 

Take Action to Protect Students Outside the Bus

Thousands of school districts across North America depend 

on Seon to protect students inside the bus, but investing in 

student safety outside every bus is just as important. Now 

you can easily add stop-arm cameras to your existing Seon 

DVR with minimal investment.

Are stop-arm violations your biggest threat to student safety?

How it works:



“Any experienced Transportation Director understands the importance of ROI. Seon’s 
wireless solution is so easy to justify and saved our school district a potential $103,000 
a year. The time and manpower saved is almost ridiculous.”
Carlos Chicas – Transportation Director, Stockton Unifi ed School District 
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Video Viewing & Management Software
At the heart of Seon’s bus camera systems are easy-to-use 

software solutions, designed to help school bus operators 

locate and view video quickly and effi  ciently. From 

standard viewing and archiving software to sophisticated 

video management and automatic wireless downloading 

— Seon’s software solutions make assuring student safety 

as easy as 1-2-3.

Easily view & archive video — protecting 

passenger privacy

Investigate on-board incidents at the click-of-a-mouse. 

View video footage synchronized with GPS and other 

vehicle data and easily create clips for video evidence. 

Protect privacy by blurring the faces of innocent 

bystanders using SmartBlur™. Easily fi nd video by date, 

time, or even GPS location.

Simplifi ed video management with 

automatic wireless downloading

Take away the hassle of video retrieval. When paired 

with Smart-Reach wireless, vMax Commander lets you 

automatically download and easily manage video, monitor 

DVR health, and adjust DVR settings from the comfort of 

your offi  ce.

Remote access to live bus video

Give authorized transportation staff  the fl exibility and 

convenience of remote access to their Seon camera 

system. Stream live video from any installed bus camera 

in real-time.

NEW
Feature!
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Easy Video Playback Software

Key Benefi ts

Easily View and Archive Video

Quickly locate the on-board incident and easily create a video 
clip for evidence. It’s as easy as Point-Click-Save.

See What Really Happened — and When

Video synchronized with vehicle telemetry data, such as 
GPS location, vehicle speed, turn signals, and braking, in one 
software interface. 

Protect Passenger and Driver Privacy

The innovative SmartBlur feature blurs faces across an entire 
video clip to protect the privacy of innocent bystanders. 

Easily view & archive video — protecting student and driver privacy 

This easy-to-use software simplifi es the viewing, archiving, 

and retrieval of video, and allows for easy searching by 

video clip, alarm, date and time, or even GPS location. Get 

key details about on-board incidents or pinpoint the exact 

time and location a passenger exited the bus. 

Create archives for video evidence while maintaining 

the privacy of passengers and drivers with our innovative 

blurring feature. School bus security is made easy with 

vMax View software.

Key Features

Multiple Views

View 1, 4, 6, 9 or more video channels 
simultaneously.

Simple Video Navigation

Easy-to-use play, forward & rewind 
buttons, and timeline with zoom 
and scroll.

Map Vehicle Path and Speed

Display exact vehicle location 
and speed synchronized with 
video playback. Requires 
Internet connection.

Event/Alarm/Telemetry Search

Search video by alarms, speed, GPS 
location, hard braking, or date/time.

Archiving Options

Archive multiple camera views in 
proprietary .avr or readily available 
.avi formats.

Timeline Navigation

Easily navigate video by clicking on 
the timeline to jump to a specifi c event 
or time.

Second Stream Playback

Play back a second stream of video within the playback software.
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NEW
Features!

GPS Advanced Search

Find relevant video easier than ever. Click on the GPS track to 
view video from a specifi c location on your route. 

Digital Zoom

Zero in on key details in the video, such as faces or 
license plate numbers, for more in-depth analysis and review.

SmartBlur Feature

Blur faces of innocent passengers throughout the video to 
protect privacy.
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View GPS Tracks

View the GPS tracks of up to 5 buses on a map, with detail 
in 2 second intervals, without having to download video — ideal 
for route adherence or incident investigation.

Video & Data Management Software NEW
Features!

Key Benefi ts

Hassle-free Video Retrieval

Eliminate hard drive handling costs and free up labor resources 
with automatic video downloading.

Monitor Video System Health

Monitor the status of your on-board video systems in a 
convenient at-a-glance dashboard of video health status, 
downloads and alarms. 

Web-based Video Management

Now you can manage your video surveillance system from 
anywhere with no software to download or devices to confi gure.

Quick & Easy Video Location

Find critical video evidence in seconds with geographic 
and zone-based map search.

Map-based Video Search

Don’t know the time of an incident? Simply select an area on 
the map where the incident occurred, and the system will 
automatically locate any available video from that date and 
location. 

Advanced Reporting

Web-based access to user accounts and system health reports. 
Control access to critical video by restricting and assigning 
permissions.

Advanced DVR Health Status

Monitor and report on camera system health right down to 
individual camera loss. 

Web-based Archive Manager

Easily locate, review, and manage your downloaded video 
archives via a convenient web interface.

vMax Commander lets you effi  ciently manage all of your 

on-board video surveillance systems through a single 

web-based application.  A convenient, user-friendly 

dashboard gives you an at-a-glance view of all of your 

video-related activities including alarms, video downloads, 

system health status, and connected vehicles. 

When combined with Smart-Reach, video with marked 

events can be automatically downloaded from a bus as 

it enters the yard and is ready for viewing from a central 

location — eliminating 

the hassle and labor 

involved in retrieving 

video footage.

Scalable, multi-site, multi-user enterprise management software 
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Automatic WiFi Video Downloading

Working in combination with vMax Commander surveillance 
management software, Smart-Reach WiFi provides a robust 
wireless infrastructure for automated video downloading.

Secure, Industrial-grade WiFi

A truly robust wireless solution built for mobile applications.

Reliable Video Downloading

Suffi  cient strength, signal and bandwidth for effi  cient and 
reliable video downloading.

Equipment

Smart-Reach Lite Mobile Wireless Bridge

This mobile wireless bridge allows you to connect to Seon’s 
family of DVRs and retrieve data over a wireless LAN with 
simplicity and security.

Smart-Reach Access Point

This industrial-grade wireless access point delivers scalable 
and seamless wireless access when and where you need it.

Stream Live Video via Cellular 

When connected to a Seon DVR, the Smart-Reach Cellular 
router will securely transmit live video and tracking data over 
the cellular network for easy viewing on your desktop, mobile 
device, or even integrated with school bus routing software.

Secure, Cellular Connectivity

IPSec industry standard protocol and data encryption protect 
sensitive data when transmitted over the cellular network.

Access Live Video From Anywhere

Tap in securely to live bus video from anywhere with an 
Internet connection.

Equipment

Smart-Reach Cellular Router

This intelligent wireless router allows you to connect to Seon’s 
family of DVRs and transmit video and tracking data securely 
over the cellular network.

Wireless Access
Fast, Easy & Secure Access to Mobile Video

Now there are two convenient options for wireless access 

to on-board video surveillance. Smart-Reach WiFi gives you 

the ability to download surveillance video automatically 

over a WiFi network when the bus arrives in the yard, 

making video surveillance retrieval virtually hassle-free.  

Smart-Reach Cellular lets you access live video from 

anywhere, using a mobile device or web browser, so 

you can quickly and more eff ectively respond to 

emergency situations.

NEW
Cellular!
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Routing & Tracking
All-in-one solution for school transportation management

100% Web-based Routing 

While others claim to have ‘web access’, all the other routing 
solutions on the market require specialized software to be 
installed for full functionality. With vMax Compass there is no 
software to install or servers to maintain. Simply log in via any 
web browser to plan safe and effi  cient routes, and track students 
& vehicles in real-time.

Completely Integrated Routing, Tracking & Video

Dealing with multiple vendors and worrying about integration 
issues are a thing of the past. vMax Compass off ers one stop 
for student safety by letting you access routing plans, vehicle 
tracking, student tracking, view video system health status and 
even view live video in a single web-based application.

View Planned Vs Actual Routes in Real-time

Through tight integration with vMax Live Plus fl eet tracking, all 
of your vehicle data can be accessed using the vMax Compass 
interface. Live vehicle positions, historical tracks, and planned 
routes are displayed in a single map view, eliminating the need 
to export routes to tracking software to do route comparisons. 

Is your current school bus routing solution time-consuming 

and diffi  cult to manage? Are you able to optimize routes 

and track vehicles and students in real-time in a single map 

view without installing software on your computer?

With vMax Compass you can! More than just school 

bus routing software, vMax Compass, based on routing 

software from US Computing Inc., is an all-in-one, 

truly web-based solution for school transportation 

management. vMax Compass off ers tight integration 

with routing, vehicle tracking, student tracking, video 

surveillance, and vehicle data status, such as stop-arm 

deployment, DVR health check, and panic alarms, all-in-one 

web-based interface, from any Internet-connected device.

NEW
Routing Software!



“We needed the best vision of our fleet and 
the quickest response times to incidents. 
Seon’s integrated routing & tracking solution 
met all of our expectations and then some.”
John Bagert – Director of Transportation, Tyler ISD
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Key Features

100% Web-based Transportation Management

With no software to install, users simply log in from any web 
browser to plan routes, access transportation requests, track 
vehicles and students, and monitor video systems in real-time.

Standard ESRI-based Maps

ESRI is the global leader in geographic information systems (GIS). 
vMax Compass uses ESRI-based maps which can be adjusted to 
suit the needs of each district.

One Database for Student Information

Student information systems are easily integrated to off er a 
seamless experience for users. Records can be managed in the 
student information system and synchronized to vMax Compass.

Easy 2-step Route Building

Select the stops that you want to route, the vehicles you want 
to use, and in less than a few minutes, all your bus routes are 
automatically generated.

Automatic Route Optimization and Student Assignment

Based on technology used by FedEx and the US Military, a 
powerful route solver automatically assigns students to stops 
and optimizes routes for distance, mileage, bell times, hazards, 
turn restrictions, special needs equipment, and vehicle capacity.

Track Routes, Vehicles, and Students 

in Real-time

See live, historical, and planned vehicle tracks in 
a single map view without the pain of importing 
GPS position data. Get an up-to-the-minute list of 
vehicle occupants at the click-of-a-button.

Unlimited ‘What if’ Scenarios

Don’t let an emergency situation catch you unprepared. Create 
unlimited ‘what if’ scenarios you can activate in an emergency.

A Calendar-based View of Your Routes

If routes are done in small batches, you can end up with 
ineffi  ciencies. The tiering module off ers routing staff  an intuitive 
visual layout of runs so they can make adjustments as they 
see fi t. 

Turn-by-turn Route Directions

Assist new drivers and ensure route adherence with easy to 
follow turn-by-turn directions in a number of formats and 
languages: English, Spanish, and French.

Logged Route History and Audit Trail

Track who, how, and when someone made changes to routing 
data. As the route is modifi ed, each revision is stored in the 
database and can be reactivated if necessary.

Web-based Parent Portal

Post essential school transportation information to a public 
portal giving parents easy access to transportation eligibility 
maps, available bus stops, and pick-up and drop-off  times.

Optional Upgrades

• Field Trip Planning

• Preventative Fleet Maintenance

• Student Tracking
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Fleet Tracking System

Ensure Student and Driver Safety

• DVR health status means you never have to worry about 
missing video

• Get live alerts of alarmed events

• Live video streaming lets you see exactly what’s happening 
on the bus in real-time

Make Informed Decisions

• Track driver behavior across routes and vehicles

• Review bus activity in detail (routes, stops, idling)

Save Time and Money

• Identify fuel savings with reports on speed, idling, and 
zone deviation

• Critical data at your fi ngertips means faster problem 
resolution

• Pinpoint a bus location at the click-of-a-button

Manage Your Fleet More Effi  ciently

• Access odometer readings to facilitate maintenance 
activities

• Quickly reassign drivers and vehicles in case of illness 
or breakdowns

Know when everything on your fl eet is 

working well, and identify when it’s not.

Locate, track, report — know what’s happening in real-time 

Bus 45 is late arriving at school: 

Where is the bus right now?

Bus 86 broke down on the high school route: 

Locate the closest replacement.

A parent calls to complain about a missed stop: 

Verify the complaint.

Access live, real-time fl eet information, anytime, anywhere 

and get instant insight on any driver, vehicle, or route. 

Video and vehicle data in one simple, web-based 

application lets you see what’s happening on your fl eet 

and address it immediately — improving student safety 

and saving money.



“Having a better vision of our fleet gives us not only significant fuel savings, but 
reductions in route time leading to labor savings and reduced travel time for students.”
John Bagert – Director of Transportation, Tyler ISD
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Real-time Fleet Tracking

Need to fi nd a bus in a hurry? Know where your buses are right 
now with access to these powerful GPS fl eet tracking features.

Find a Bus in an Instant 
Pinpoint the exact location of any bus in your fl eet right now at 
the click-of-a-button.

Easily Track Vehicle Movement

Track a bus in real-time with the breadcrumb trail or display a 
historical vehicle track to investigate a prior issue.

Real-time Fleet Status and Alerts

Get updates and critical alerts on bus location, direction, speeds, 
stops, and alarms every 20 seconds.

Fully Integrated with Video Surveillance

Get the only fl eet tracking solution that is seamlessly 
integrated with your video surveillance system; putting 
you in the driver’s seat in any situation.

DVR Health-Check

Monitor the live status of every Seon DVR, camera, and 
hard drive on every bus.

Live Video Streaming

Tap into a live feed of any installed bus camera in an 
emergency situation.

Instant Fleet Insight 

Powerful built-in reporting gives you access to real-time 
information to make better decisions, saving you time, money, 
and a lot of headaches.

Zero in on Fleet Ineffi  ciencies

Identify fuel and time-wasters — report on excessive idling, 
speeding, and mileage by bus, route, or driver.

Advanced Fleet Reports

Generate real-time reports and even zero in on a zone of interest 
for a deep dive into fl eet operations.

NEW
Features!

A bird’s eye view of your fl eet

Want to keep your fi nger on the pulse of your fl eet? 

Visualize your fl eet operations through an easy-to-use map 

layout, with live updates every 20 seconds.
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Instant, Accurate Student Ridership Reporting

Don’t depend on annual student ridership surveys or 
manual student counting for securing your maximum school 
transportation funding. Get accurate counts of actual student 
ridership at any time of the year at the click-of-a-button.

Quickly and Effi  ciently Locate Missing Students

Respond to emergency situations in record time with up-to-
the-minute information on student location. Web-based access 
to student ridership gives you real-time information on what 
students are travelling on each bus in your fl eet, letting you 
pinpoint a specifi c student’s location at any given moment.

Extra Verifi cation with Video Integration

Seon is the only student tracking provider that can give you 
the added protection of video verifi cation of student ridership. 
Get visual verifi cation that a student actually boarded the bus 
instead of having a friend swipe his ID card by accessing video 
footage from that date and time.

Student Ridership Tracking

Student tracking is an important safety tool for every 

school bus fl eet that can reduce the time to respond to a 

number of concerns from parents or school administrators. 

With student tracking integrated in the vMax Compass 

web interface, transportation staff  can identify whether 

a student is on the bus, missed the bus or got off  at the 

wrong stop — essential information when a student is 

missing or a school bus has been in an accident.

Simple, secure & accurate — real-time student location information

NEW
Student Tracking!
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Key Student Tracking Features

An easy add-on to vMax Compass routing and vMax Live+ 
vehicle tracking solutions, vMax Trac provides real-time access 
to student location information.  Using any web browser, school 
transportation staff  members with a user name and password 
can look up the last known location of any student or view all 
occupants on a specifi c bus or route in emergency situations.

100% web-based access to student information

School transportation staff  or authorized school administrators 
can easily access a student’s current location on the route to 
school using any Internet-enabled device. No special software is 
required.

Integrated with routing and vehicle tracking

Access student location information through the vMax Compass 
school transportation solution interface for an integrated 
solution.

Instant list of vehicle occupants

Time is of the essence in an emergency situation. Pull a list of 
vehicle occupants for any bus in your fl eet, from anywhere, and 
access parent contact information for school administrators or 
law enforcement.

Accurate student ridership counts

If your school transportation funding depends on student 
ridership you want a simple easy way to get an accurate count of 
students riding the bus on a daily basis. Eliminate the headaches 
and resources involved in annual student counts and get more 
accurate results with automated student ridership.  

Hardware Components

Touch-based reader system

Students place a card onto the surface of this visibly mounted 
scanner. Typically mounted near the driver, this solution provides 
visual confi rmation and audible beep when a student ID is 
correctly read.

Student ID Cards

Cards with a unique number are issued to students to place on 
the RFID reader upon entering and exiting the bus. This unique 
number is transmitted via the cellular network and matched 
with student information after transmission, protecting student 
privacy.

VML Controller

This hardware, also used for live vehicle tracking, enables RFID 
card numbers to be transmitted in real-time over the cellular 
network for instant availability of student location information to 
school administrators.

Student boards the bus RFID reader beeps to confi rm 

card # has been read

RFID reader captures 

student RFID Card Number

RFID Card # transmitted via 

cellular network

How it works

Seon’s student tracking solution uses RFID technology to 

identify vehicle occupants. As students and drivers enter 

and exit a vehicle, Card ID numbers are processed and 

sent to Seon’s vMax Live servers over a secure cellular 

connection. This provides real time-access to vehicle 

occupant information, rapid lookup of last known student 

location, and no transmission of student names or personal 

information.

vMax Trac Required Components:
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Making a Difference in the Community

Helping keep students safe is our whole reason for being as 

a video surveillance and fl eet management company.  And 

although our camera systems help identify and address 

bullying on our nation’s school buses, we want to do 

something more to prevent bullying before it starts.

We believe that creating a safe and respectful environment 

on the school bus can go a long way in preventing 

bullying.  That’s why we’ve committed $25,000 and teamed 

up with organizations like the Bully Project to launch our 

own anti-bullying awareness campaign called, “No Bullies 

on my Bus”. 

Our goal is to spark a conversation about bullying and 

to provide anti-bullying education tools, training, and 

resources to the educators, bus drivers, and administrators 

that interact with children every day.

We need your help to spread the word that 

‘Bullies Aren’t Cool’

We kicked off  our commitment to stop bullying in 

October, 2013, in honor of National Bullying Prevention 

Month, with the ‘Bullies Aren’t Cool’ coloring contest.  We 

had an overwhelming 1400 entries from over 50 school 

districts across the United States and Canada.   This year 

we have planned a number of anti-bullying education 

initiatives and invite you to get involved and spread the 

word.  Together we can 

make a stand against 

bullying with a goal in 

mind: to educate adults 

and children about what 

it means to be a bully, and 

prevent bullying from 

starting in the fi rst place.

Seon’s Bully Project

Helping keep students safe

Seon supports anti-bullying
seon.com/anti-bullying
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Customer Support
Whether you need help choosing a surveillance system 

that’s right for you, assistance in writing bid specifi cations, 

experienced installation advice, or insight on how to 

operate equipment, we’re here to support you every step 

of the way. Our technical services call center is staff ed by a 

dedicated team trained to diagnose and resolve issues over 

the phone, regardless of the problem, providing valuable 

advice and hands-on expertise on application, installation, 

and equipment operation.

Our Dedicated Support Team

Dedicated Sales 

Consultant

Recommend solutions to 
meet your needs

Engineering Expertise

Team of 20+ engineers based 
in North America

Installation Services

Field support technicians 
install to your timelines

Technical Support

Dedicated, knowledgeable 
people advise on equipment 
operation

In-depth Training

From online webinars and 
how-to videos to in-person 
software training

Technical Support — 

seon.com/support/tech-support

For everything from software updates, spec sheets, and 
technical documents to user manuals, installation diagrams, 
confi guration guides, and bid specs.

Product Knowledge — seon.com/products

Find out more details on all of the products highlighted in this 
catalog including spec sheets, product brochures, and bid specs. 

Industry Trends & Advice — blog.seon.com

Stay up-to-date on the latest trends and technology in mobile 
surveillance and fl eet management, and learn best practices on
Seon’s blog.

Get more info online at www.seon.com
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At Seon, our solutions are designed to meet the real-world 

challenges of the school bus industry. Understanding 

these challenges means listening is fundamental. Feedback 

from our customers directly infl uences the design and 

engineering of our products, ensuring that we meet our 

client’s present and future needs. Built right here in North 

America, Seon’s solutions are designed to meet the specifi c 

needs of customers, and they are serviced by teams of 

dedicated specialists. 

When you partner with Seon, our experts are available 

on-demand to handle every aspect of the installation and 

support process. We have WiFi and IT specialists standing-

by to train your employees and address your networking 

and software needs. 

At Seon, our knowledgeable offi  ce support staff  are always 

waiting to pick up the phone. Customer satisfaction is 

paramount, making Seon the most trusted partner in the 

mobile surveillance industry.

Product Catalog 2014
www.seon.com

Helping keep students safe

Seon supports anti-bullying
seon.com/anti-bullying
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